63rd LSC SIDE EVENT
Space Law for New Space Actors

Hybrid
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14.00 - 14.45 CEST

WHAT IS THE SPACE LAW FOR NEW SPACE ACTORS PROJECT?

HOW CAN YOUR COUNTRY GET INVOLVED?

WHAT DIGITAL TOOLS ARE AVAILABLE?

JOIN US TO HEAR FROM PROJECT DONORS AND RECIPIENTS
OPENING WORDS BY UNOOSA DIRECTOR
AARTI HOLLA-MAINI

ROSANNA HOFFMANN, UNOOSA
Project overview, digital tools and 2023/2024 highlights, including the Regional TAM for Asia and the Pacific Countries in Jan 2024 in Tokyo, Japan

CLÉMENCE LAMBRECHT, CENTRE NATIONAL D’ÉTUDES SPATIALES
France's perspective on the importance of the project

HILLARY KIPKOSGEY, KENYA SPACE AGENCY
Case study: Development of a National Space Bill

AISHA JAGIRANI, APSCO
Case study: Space Law and Policy Workshop for Member States of the Asia-Pacific Space Cooperation Organization (APSCO)